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Panel play
Corrections & Clarifications
for printed version

5™ (6, 7, 7™)"

Do you have a question about a Knitter’s pattern?
If you’ve already checked out Knitter’s Corrections &
Clarifications, then email us at help@xrx-inc.com,
and we will do our best to answer it.
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Page 51 ‘Winter diamond wrap’
Section 1 SAME TIME, shape armhole as follows:
Cable
3½ (4, 4½,Work
5)"
2 rows even, then Dec 1 at beginning
should read:
of every RS row 2 (4, 2, 4) times — 34
Section 1: Rows 5–18 With MC, find the
7 (7™, 8™, 9)"
beginning of a cream segment following a (36, 38, 40) stitches. Work 7 (5, 9, 3)
charcoal
segment,2Band join yarn, then work rows even, end with a WS row. [Inc 1 at
2F
Rib
beginning of next RS row; work 3 rows
in garter stitch. Rib
even] 12 times — 46 (48, 50, 52) stitches.
Progress check The last stitches of Row
12™"
Shape shoulder and neck
5 and about half of the first stitch in Row
5F
At beginning of every RS row, bind off 29" Cable
6 should be charcoal. Row 7 should start
stitches 7 (8, 7, 8) times, then 4 stitches 8
with a charcoal stitch followed by cream
6™ (7, 7, 7™)"
(8, 9, 9) times.
section. Ideally, each time you come to
3™
(4™,
5™,
6)"
the RS of the work, the first charcoal stitch 6F: Front upper right
3B
Work as for Block 6B EXCEPT
should be 1 to the left of the last charcoal
6F
12 " Cable
9"
Box
reverse shaping. Shape side at
purl bump 2 rows below. If the charcoal
end of RS rows.
advances by more than
1 stitch on each
4B
Box
RS row, add a stitch to your cast-on.
the Shape shoulder and neck
4 (4™,If
5, 5™)"
At beginning of every WS row, bind off 2
charcoal4Ffalls behind
or ends at the same
5™ (6™, 7, 8)"
Box
stitches 3 (4, 3, 4) times. Next row (RS)
stitch each time, subtract stitches from
Bind off 20, work to end. At beginning of
your cast-on. At the end of Section 1, the
every row, [bind off 2, work to end; bind
charcoal will have shifted so the first and
last stitches of the row are in the middle of off 3 (3, 4, 4) work to end] 4 times.
5B
the5Fcharcoal segments.
Cable
13"
11"

Page 82 ‘Another slant’ replace Block 6
8 (10, 9, 11)"
with the following:
Block 6
6B
Direction of knitting
Box
9"6B: Back upper right
12"
With A, cast on 36 (40, 40,
44). Work in Box Stitch and AT
7 (8, 8, 9)"
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